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ABSTRACT
Exception handling is an important built-in feature of many mod-
ern programming languages such as Java. It allows developers to
deal with abnormal or unexpected conditions that may occur at
runtime in advance by using try-catch blocks. Missing or improper
implementation of exception handling can cause catastrophic con-
sequences such as system crash. However, previous studies reveal
that developers are unwilling or feel it hard to adopt exception
handling mechanism, and tend to ignore it until a system failure
forces them to do so. To help developers with exception handling,
existing work produces recommendations such as code examples
and exception types, which still requires developers to localize the
try blocks and modify the catch block code to fit the context. In this
paper, we propose a novel neural approach to automated exception
handling, which can predict locations of try blocks and automati-
cally generate the complete catch blocks. We collect a large number
of Java methods from GitHub and conduct experiments to evaluate
our approach. The evaluation results, including quantitative mea-
surement and human evaluation, show that our approach is highly
effective and outperforms all baselines. Our work makes one step
further towards automated exception handling.
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• Software and its engineering→ Error handling and recov-
ery; Automatic programming.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Exception handling mechanism is essential for modern program-
ming languages such as Java and C# to build robust and reliable
software systems [43, 58]. It provides an effective means of dealing
with exceptional conditions and recovering from them by using try-
catch blocks [22, 25]. Exception handling separates error-handling
code from regular source code and improves program comprehen-
sion and maintenance [15]. However, missing or improperly using
exception handling statements may cause severe problems such as
system crash [67] and information leakage [68]. One recent study
[19] reveals that there is a significant relationship between excep-
tion flow characteristics and post-release defects in Java projects.
Therefore, it is crucial for developers to handle exceptions.

Despite the importance of exception handling, the exception han-
dling statements such as try-catch blocks in real-world software are
often poorly written and error-prone. For example, prior studies
[10, 18, 21] indicate that many industrial systems exhibit poor qual-
ity code with respect to exception handling. Besides, similar bad
practices have been found in open source software [4, 46]. Among
our collected millions of original Java methods in 2,000 projects
fromGitHub with high numbers of stars and forks, only 14.9% of the
methods apply try blocks to capture exceptions, and 31.2% of these
methods do not have catch blocks and do nothing when exceptions
occur. The reason is twofold. On the one hand, developers tend
to ignore exception handling code or even have little knowledge
about whether or not exception handling is needed until an error
occurs [56, 57]. On the other hand, the exception handling code is
often difficult to write for developers, especially when it comes to
program evolution [53]. Hence, as suggested in [19], it is essential
to propose automatic techniques for assisting developers in writing
high-quality exception handling code.

Existing work on automatic techniques for exception handling
mainly includes violation detection of exception handling policies
[6, 7, 58] and exception handling code recommendation [45, 51]. For
example, Thummalapenta et al. [58] mined association rules on the
sequence of function calls in try and catch blocks and applied them
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to detect violations of exception handling policies. Such approaches
are helpful to improve the quality of exception handling code, yet
they are limited since they assume that the try-catch blocks have
been completely written by developers. By contrast, exception han-
dling code recommendation is more useful to assist developers in
writing the try-catch blocks. Given an under-development code
fragment without try-catch blocks, Rahman et al. [51] retrieved
similar code fragments that include try-catch blocks to recommend
exception handling code examples from popular code repositories
at GitHub. Nguyen et al. [45] recommended exception types and
method calls in the catch block by utilizing the fuzzy set theory [35]
and N-gram model [27]. However, there are two main drawbacks
of recommendation-based approaches. First, these studies assume
that developers understand when to seek for help about writing
exception handling code and where the try-catch blocks should be
put, while in practice it is not always the case [56, 57]; Second, even
though the recommended code such as examples, exception types
and method calls can provide useful knowledge to aid developers
in writing try-catch blocks, the developers still need to modify the
code to fit the context.

In this paper, we propose a novel Neural approach to automated
exception handling code generation (namely Nexgen), which can
predict locations of try blocks and automatically generate the com-
plete catch blocks. We separate exception handling into two tasks:
one is to predict the try block locations for identifying source code
that needs to handle potential exceptions; the other is to generate
complete catch blocks to deal with the exceptions. Consider a typi-
cal coding scenario that a developer has written a code fragment
as shown in 1(a), which is a Java method from the Elasticsearch1
project. Here we remove its original exception handling code for
illustration purpose. The first task is to identify which statements
need to be put in a try block. In this example, the statement at line
8 in Figure 1(a) requires a try block. The second task is to gener-
ate the catch block. In this example, according to the code above
line 11 in Figure 1(b), the catch block in lines 11-13 is generated to
handle the exception. In this way, the potential exceptions can be
automatically captured and handled.

Our approach utilizes deep learning to learn regularities/patterns
from a large amount of historical exception handling code. More
specifically, we tackle the two tasks as follows:
• Try block localization. We design a locator that jointly
learns to determine whether or not a given code fragment
needs to handle exceptions and localize where to put the try
block if it does. Considering the sequential naturalness [27]
of source code, we transform the localization problem into
the sequence tagging problem [29]. To avoid the long-term
dependency problem [9], we regard the code fragment as a
sequence of statements and hierarchically encode them into
vectors so as to predict the label sequence. We first use long
short-term memory (LSTM) [28] to encode statements into
statement vectors and then use another LSTM to capture the
sequential dependency of the statement sequence. Besides,
we apply hierarchical attention mechanism [65] on top of
the two LSTMs to let the model pay attention to individual
tokens and statements.

1https://github.com/elastic/elasticsearch
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(b) The code fragment after adding exception handling code

Figure 1: An example of exception handling

• Catch block generation. Different from previous work
such as [45], we take all the code before the catch blocks
as the context instead of simply relying on the try blocks.
Thus we consider the dependencies (e.g., how the variable
“encrypted” is initialized) for writing the exception handling
code. A simple way is to treat all the tokens before line
11 (including line 5) as a single sequence, then apply the
encoder-decoder architecture [5] to generate the tokens of
the catch block in lines 11-13 one by one. However, such a
model will not distinguish whether the tokens are inside or
outside the try block. Therefore, we propose to encode them
separately by two encoders, and fuse the context vectors
using the learned weights. Furthermore, it is obvious that
not all the tokens before the try blocks are helpful and may
be noisy data, especially for the long methods with com-
plex logic. In order to concentrate more on the dependencies
without destroying the naturalness (i.e., deleting those noisy
code), we incorporate program slicing technique [61] by tak-
ing the statements in the try blocks as the slicing criterion,
and backtracking dependencies between statements. We add
an additional attention module with masks to attend only
to the tokens in these slices. Finally, we fuse the slicing-
based context vector with the context mentioned above, and
generate code by the LSTM decoder.

We collect a large number of Java methods from popular open
source repositories in GitHub to construct datasets for the two
tasks. We conduct extensive experiments on the datasets to eval-
uate our approach and the results demonstrate the effectiveness
of our models on both tasks. More specifically, for try block lo-
calization, we achieve an accuracy of 74.7% in terms of correctly
predicted methods and an F1-score of 77.4% in terms of correctly
predicted statements. For the generation of catch block, our model
can generate the catch blocks with 22.6% exact matches and a BLEU
value of 46.7%. Both models significantly outperform the baselines.

https://github.com/elastic/elasticsearch
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Moreover, we perform a human evaluation for the generated code
and the results confirm the superiority of our model.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose a novel approach to automated exception han-
dling, including two neural-network-basedmodels to localize
potential exceptions in the source code and generate code
to handle the exceptions.
• We provide two datasets with over 700K Java methods for
experiments on automated exception handling. We have
publicly released the datasets to promote further research
on this interesting topic.
• We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate our approach
using the collected datasets. We also perform a human eval-
uation. The results show that the proposed approach is ef-
fective and outperforms all baselines.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the problem formulation of the automated exception
handling. Section 3 describes the details of our approach. Section
4 describes datasets, evaluation procedure, and evaluation results.
We discuss our approach in Section 5. We describe threats to the
validity of this work and related work in Section 6 and Section 7,
respectively. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 8.

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION
As illustrated in Figure 1, the problem of automated exception
handling can be decomposed into two successive tasks. The first
task is determining which statements may throw exceptions and
should be enclosed by a try block. The second task is generating
the corresponding catch blocks for handling such exceptions. For
simplification, we call the two tasks try block localization and catch
block generation, respectively. We formally define them as follows.

Try Block Localization. This task aims to localize the state-
ments in a code fragment that should be enclosed by try blocks.
Given the code fragment𝐶 = {𝑠1, 𝑠2, . . . , 𝑠𝐾 } where𝐾 is the number
of statements, the target is to find one sequenceY = {𝑦1, 𝑦2, . . . , 𝑦𝐾 },
where𝑦𝑖 = Y or Nmeans whether the statement 𝑠𝑖 is in one try block
or not. In addition, the adjacent statements with label Y should be
put in one same try block. If all statements are labelled by N, it
means that the code fragment does not need try blocks. Note that
Y may include multiple disjoint subsequences of Ys for multiple
non-nested try blocks, and we do not consider the nested try-catch
blocks in this work.

Catch Block Generation. For a try block, this task is designed
to generate code tokens to compose the corresponding one or more
catch blocks. Suppose a token sequence 𝐶 = {𝑐1, 𝑐2, . . . , 𝑐𝑙 } where
𝑐𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑙]) means one token in the try block and the source code
before it, the target is to generate the token sequence of catch blocks
Y = {𝑦1, 𝑦2, . . . , 𝑦𝑚} so that Y can handle the exceptions of the try
block. Here Y may include multiple catch blocks for different types
of exceptions thrown by the try block.

We can automatically handle exceptions of code fragments based
on the try block localization and catch block generation. We achieve
this by learning regularities/patterns from a large amount of his-
torical exception handling code, which can be obtained by mining
open source repositories such as GitHub. In our work, we utilize
deep learning as it can better capture contextual information and

understand the semantics of source code. We design two deep neu-
ral network based models for the two tasks, and introduce our
approach in detail in the next section.

3 APPROACH
In this section, we introduce our neural network based approach to
automated exception handling, including the model for try block
localization and the model for catch block generation. Note that if
developers knowwhere the exceptions are thrown and have written
try blocks, the catch block generation can work independently to
produce the source code of corresponding catch blocks.

3.1 Try Block Localization
3.1.1 Overview. As defined above, given a code fragment without
try-catch blocks, the try block localization task is to find statement
subsequences of the code fragment that may throw exceptions and
should be enclosed by try blocks. Since all the input tokens of the
code fragment will be checked if they are inside or outside a try
block, we transform it into a sequence tagging problem [29], where
each token of the code fragment will be tagged with label Y or N
to represent whether it should be in a try block or not. If the code
fragment does not need try blocks, the labels are all Ns. This kind of
problem has been well studied in the NLP community such as Part-
of-Speech (POS) tagging [50, 52], named entity recognition (NER)
[37, 71], and semantic role labeling [59, 64]. Among these studies,
recurrent neural network (RNN) [54] based approaches show many
advantages over the traditional ones. But they were designed to
parse natural language sentences which are usually shorter than
code fragments. As a result, they suffer from the long-term depen-
dency problem [9] when applied to tag source code. Since the try
blocks are always comprised of one or multiple statements, we
propose a two-layered neural model to tag the source code, which
encodes tokens of a statement into the statement vector and tags a
code fragment at the statement level.

Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of our try block locator.
First, we split the code fragment into a sequence of statements. For
each statement, we obtain its token sequence and use the LSTM
[28] to encode the token sequence for the semantic vector of the
statement. Besides, we apply the attention mechanism [65] on the
token sequence of the statement to consider different weights of
individual tokens. After encoding all the statements of the code
fragment to a sequence of statement semantic vectors, we utilize
another LSTM to further encode the statement sequence, as well as
an attention mechanism for capturing the importance of different
statements. Finally, we adopt a binary classifier over the normalized
vectors to predict the labels of the corresponding statements.

3.1.2 Try Block Locator. Specifically, given a code fragment with-
out try-catch blocks, we obtain the sequence of statements 𝑆 in
a line-by-line manner excluding blank and comment lines. Let
𝑆 = {𝑠1, 𝑠2, . . . , 𝑠𝐾 }, where 𝐾 is the number of statements; 𝑠𝑖 =

{𝑐𝑖1 , 𝑐𝑖2 , . . . , 𝑐𝑖𝐿 }, where 𝐿 is the length of one statement 𝑠𝑖 in terms
of tokens. Given a statement 𝑠𝑖 , we first embed each token into a
vector via an embedding matrix𝑊𝑒 , that is, 𝑥𝑖𝑡 =𝑊𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑡 . We use the
LSTM network to encode 𝑠𝑖 based on the token embeddings, which
reads the token embeddings from 𝑥𝑖1 to 𝑥𝑖𝐿 to obtain the hidden
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Figure 2: The architecture of our try block locator

states. At time step 𝑡 , the hidden state
−→
ℎ𝑖𝑡 is obtained by:

−→
ℎ𝑖𝑡 =

−−−−→
𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀 (ℎ𝑖𝑡−1 , 𝑥𝑖𝑡 ), 𝑡 ∈ [1, 𝐿] . (1)

Furthermore, we adopt the Bidirectional LSTM(Bi-LSTM) [54] to
enhance the capability of capturing the context information within
the statement, where the hidden states of both directions are con-
catenated to form the new states:

←−
ℎ𝑖𝑡 =

←−−−−
𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀 (ℎ𝑖𝑡+1 , 𝑥𝑖𝑡 ), 𝑡 ∈ [𝐿, 1] .

ℎ𝑖𝑡 = [−→ℎ𝑖𝑡 ,
←−
ℎ𝑖𝑡 ], 𝑡 ∈ [1, 𝐿] .

(2)

Intuitively, not all the tokens in the statement are important for
throwing an exception. To incorporate such knowledge in our
model, we exploit the attention mechanism [65] over the hidden
states to assign important tokens with higher weights and then
aggregate them to form the statement vector. The process can be
expressed as the following equations:

𝑢𝑖𝑡 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑊𝜔ℎ𝑖𝑡 + 𝑏𝜔 ),

𝛼𝑖𝑡 =
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑢⊤

𝑖𝑡
𝑢𝜔 )∑𝐿

𝑡=1 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑢⊤𝑖𝑡𝑢𝜔 )
,

𝑠𝑖 =

𝐿∑
𝑡=1

𝛼𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑡 .

(3)

As listed in Equation 3, we first transform the hidden states into
a new high-dimension space with a one-layer MLP to prepare for
scoring the importance. Thenwe compute the scores of these hidden
states by measuring how they match the fixed vector𝑢𝜔 and get the
normalized weights 𝛼𝑖𝑡 through the softmax function. Here 𝑢𝜔 acts
as the query of which token is more likely to throw an exception.
Finally, a vector representation 𝑠𝑖 of the statement is obtained by
computing the weighted sum of the hidden states.

After obtaining a sequence of statement vectors, we model the
sequential dependencies of the statements by feeding them into

another Bi-LSTM. Similarly, we get the hidden states of the state-
ments ℎ𝑖 = 𝐵𝑖𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀 (𝑠𝑖 ). Next, we apply the attention mechanism
by considering different weights of statements so that:

𝑢𝑖 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑊𝑠ℎ𝑖 + 𝑏𝑠 ),

𝛼𝑖 =
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑢⊤

𝑖
𝑢𝑠 )∑𝐿

𝑡=1 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑢⊤𝑖 𝑢𝑠 )
,

ℎ𝑖 = 𝛼𝑖ℎ𝑖 .

(4)

The probability of label Y for statement 𝑠𝑖 is calculated by

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑 (𝑊𝑝ℎ𝑖 + 𝑏𝑝 ) ∈ [0, 1], (5)

where𝑊𝑝 is the weight matrix and 𝑏𝑝 is a bias term. To train the
model, we employ the binary cross-entropy loss that is defined as

L(Θ, 𝑦,𝑦) =
𝑁∑
𝑛=1

𝐿∑
𝑖=1
(−(𝑦𝑛𝑖 · 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑦𝑛𝑖 ) + (1 − 𝑦𝑛𝑖 ) · 𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − 𝑦𝑛𝑖 ))),

(6)
where 𝑦 is the ground truth label for each statement, Θ represents
the parameters to be learned and 𝑁 is the total number of instances
in the training set. During prediction, we make the label as Y if
𝑦𝑖 ≥ 𝛿 otherwise N, where 𝛿 is the threshold.

Based on the predictions, all consecutive statements with Y labels
will be enclosed by one try block. In this way, we obtain the locations
of try blocks. Once one try block is determined in the code fragment,
we need to generate the corresponding catch blocks as well, which
will be described in the next subsection.

3.2 Catch Block Generation
3.2.1 Overview. For handling exceptions of one try block, inspired
by the success of Neural Machine Translation (NMT), we adopt the
popular encoder-decoder architecture [5] to encode the source code
before catch blocks and output a sequence of tokens in the catch
blocks. An important question here is what context should be taken
as the input for generating the catch blocks. One straightforward
solution is to only consider the source code in try blocks, as re-
cent studies [45, 51] did, because the source code before try blocks
contains much irrelevant and noisy data. In this paper, to facilitate
explanation, we call the source code before try blocks as the leading
code. For example, lines 1-7 in Figure 1(b) is the leading code. We
find that the code in a catch block may depend on some statements
(such as variable initialization) in the leading code. Therefore, as de-
picted in Figure 3, our catch block generator includes two encoders
to separately encode the leading code (i.e. the blue ones) and the
try block (i.e. the red ones), and a slicing-based attention module
(i.e. the curves) to filter out the noisy data in the leading code.

3.2.2 Catch Block Generator. We describe the three main compo-
nents of the catch block generator in detail below.

1) First, we only use the source code in the try blocks as the
input. Let𝑊 = {𝑤1,𝑤2, . . . ,𝑤𝑛} denote the token sequence of a try
block, we first encode the tokens by a Bi-LSTM with the embedding
layer to obtain the hidden states:

ℎ𝑡 = 𝐵𝑖𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀 (𝑤𝑡 , ℎ𝑡−1). (7)

Then we use an LSTM as the decoder to decode the vector represen-
tation of one try block and generate the tokens of its catch blocks
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Figure 3: The architecture of our catch block generator.

one by one. Specifically, when generating the 𝑖-th token at time
step 𝑖 , we update the hidden state 𝑞𝑖 of the decoder by

𝑞𝑖 = 𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀 (𝑞𝑖−1, 𝑦𝑖−1), (8)

where 𝑦𝑖−1 is the previous token. To enhance the alignment ability
of the decoder, we adopt the attention mechanism over the hidden
states 𝐻 = {ℎ1, ℎ2, · · · , ℎ𝑛} of the encoder to compute the con-
text vector 𝑣𝑖 . For simplification, we represent 𝑣𝑖 by the following
equation:

𝑣𝑖 = 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑞𝑖 , 𝐻 ). (9)
Different from 𝑢𝜔 in Equation 3, here 𝑞𝑖 can be considered as a
query vector to learn to align the target token with the source ones.

2) Second, as mentioned before, considering only the context
of the try blocks may miss important dependency information. A
simple solution is to concatenate the leading code and the try block
into a single sequence and then train a standard encoder-decoder
model, but such amodel cannot distinguish the tokens of the leading
code from those in the try blocks. While in practice, the scope of
the try blocks does matter since the exceptions are produced within
it. To overcome the drawback, we train an additional encoder for
storing the information of the leading code. Let𝐷 = {𝑑1, 𝑑2, . . . , 𝑑𝑚}
represents the token sequence of the leading code, according to
Equation 7, we encode it by another Bi-LSTM and get the hidden
states 𝐻 ′ = {ℎ′1, ℎ

′
2, . . . , ℎ

′
𝑚}. Then we get the context vector of the

leading code by Equation 9, that is, 𝑣 ′
𝑖
= 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑞𝑖 , 𝐻 ′). We fuse

the two context vectors of the leading code and the try block by
weighted sum with one MLP layer to form the context vector 𝑉𝑐𝑖 .

3) Third, there are also many noisy tokens in the leading code
that may influence the performance of catch block generation. For
the long methods, the leading code may include many unrelated
tokens such as checking parameters or processing some data while
the try blocks do not depend on them. Therefore, we incorporate
the program slicing technique [61] to filter out the noisy tokens of
the leading code in our model. The slicing results are used to label
the tokens of leading code by 1 or 0. When applying the attention
on them, we mask the noisy tokens with 0s, which means that
the attention weights of them will be 0. In this way, this attention
module will only attend to the dependent tokens whose labels are
1s. In short, we initially take the statements in the try block as

the slicing criterion 𝑆𝐶 , and recursively backtrack statements in
the leading code that may influence the statements of 𝑆𝐶 by data
dependency to update 𝑆𝐶 . Then we get the token sequence 𝐷 ′ of
all statements in the leading code from 𝑆𝐶 , which has filtered noisy
tokens that have no influence on the try block. We use this sequence
𝐷 ′ to label any token 𝑑𝑖 in 𝐷 and get the labels 𝐿 = {𝑙1, 𝑙2, . . . , 𝑙𝑚},
where:

𝑙𝑖 =

{
1, 𝑖 𝑓 𝑑𝑖 ∈ 𝐷 ′,
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

(10)

We use the labels as masks and combine them with the attention
mechanism to enhance our model by considering the program
dependencies and ignoring the noisy data. Thus:

𝑉𝑑𝑖 = 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑞𝑖 , 𝐿 · 𝐻
′) . (11)

We concatenate the slicing-based vector 𝑉𝑑𝑖 with 𝑉𝑐𝑖 and add an-
other one-layer MLP to get the final context vector 𝑉𝑖 .

Based on the context vector, we calculate the probability of gen-
erating the 𝑖-th token of the corresponding catch blocks by:

𝑝 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑦1, . . . , 𝑦𝑖−1,𝐶) = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑊𝑔𝑉𝑖 + 𝑏𝑔 ), (12)

where𝑊𝑔 and 𝑏𝑔 are the weight matrix and bias term, respectively,
𝐶 represents the two input sequences of the leading code and the
try block. Training such an attentional encoder-decoder model is
to minimize the loss function:

L(Θ) = −
𝑁∑
𝑖=1

𝑀∑
𝑡=1

log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖𝑡 |𝑦𝑖<𝑡 ,𝐶), (13)

where Θ is the trainable parameters, 𝑁 is the total number of train-
ing instances and𝑀 is the length of each target sequence.

In practice, the trained model can predict the next token one by
one with top-𝑘 candidates by the beam search algorithm [63], and
finally generate the whole catch blocks.

4 EVALUATION
In this section, we first introduce our datasets collected fromGitHub2.
Then we conduct experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our
models, including automatic metrics and human evaluation.
2https://github.com

https://github.com
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4.1 Data Collection
To prepare exception handling code fragments, we first crawled the
repositories written in Java at GitHub and selected the top 2,000
popular ones based on their total number of stars and forks. These
popular repositories usually have high-quality source code, since
most of them carry out the code review process [42] to guarantee
the software quality. We extracted Java methods by parsing all Java
files in the repositories using ANTLR4 [49], and obtained 7,840,688
methods in total.

Obviously, not all the Java methods are useful for training our
models. There are many small and simple methods that do not
need exception handling such as get/set methods. Thus we filtered
out the methods whose source lines of code is less than 7. We also
discarded very long methods (i.e., more than 100 lines) to reduce the
possibility of overfitting [14]. Then we obtained 3,269,127 methods
for constructing our datasets.

For the try block localization task, we searched for the methods
including at least one try block and obtained 486,435 results. We
found that there were about 88,686 cases where the try block missed
the corresponding catch blocks, thus we removed these cases. We
also eliminated the methods that have nested try or catch blocks
and finally got 377,923 of them as positive samples. In addition, we
randomly selected an equal number of methods that do not have
any try block as the negative samples. In this way, we built our try
block localization dataset (namely TBLD) for evaluation.

Based on the positive samples described above, we built another
dataset for the catch block generation task. If one positive sample
has more than one non-nested try-catch pair (i.e. one try block
and the corresponding catch blocks), we split it into multiple sam-
ples which include only one try-catch pair. This produced 432,679
samples in total. However, we found that some of them exposed
an obvious bad practice, that is, catching an exception but doing
nothing. We removed them to improve the quality of these code
fragments. Finally, we obtained 351,420 samples as our catch block
generation dataset (namely CBGD).

4.2 Experimental Setup
We conduct experiments on the TBLD and CBGD datasets to eval-
uate our try block localization model and catch block generation
model, respectively. The two datasets are split into training sets,
validation sets, and testing sets with fractions of 80%, 10%, and
10%, respectively. We utilize ANTLR4 to tokenize all the code frag-
ments. The statistics of these two datasets are described in Table 1,
where MaxT, AvgT and UniqT are the maximum number of tokens,
the average number of tokens, and the total number of unique to-
kens, respectively. In the left column, MaxS and AvgS denote the
maximum and average number of statements in the Javamethods re-
spectively. The Source and Target in the right column represent the
source code before catch blocks and the catch blocks respectively.
Note that as defined in Section 2, there can be multiple try blocks
in one Java method, and each try block may have multiple catch
blocks, thus we denote the number of try blocks in one method in
the positive samples of TBLD by TryNum, and the number of catch
blocks in one try-catch pair of CBGD by CatchNum.

The configurations of our models are as follows. For the try block
localization task, we set the vocabulary size to 50k by selecting the

Table 1: The statistics of the datasets used in our study

TBLD CBGD

#Java methods 755,846 #Try-catch pairs 351,420
#TryNum=1 341,040 #CatchNum=1 324,084
#TryNum≥2 36,883 #CatchNum≥2 27,336
MaxT 6403 MaxT of Source 3,313
AvgT 115.9 AvgT of Source 113.1
MaxS 99 MaxT of Target 365
AvgS 14.7 AvgT of Target 26.5
UniqT 566,378 UniqT 214,799

most frequent words and replacing out-of-vocabulary words with
UNK, because too large vocabulary may lead to worse performance.
The embedding size and the dimensions of hidden states in LSTMs
are 128. The batch size is set to 32 and themaximum epochs is 20.We
use the best trained parameters of the 20 saved checkpoints for the
later prediction according to their performance on the validation set.
We adopt the widely-used Adam [33] as the optimizer with learning
rate 0.001 for training our model. The threshold 𝛿 for predicting
labels is 0.5 by default. For the catch block generation task, we
implement our model based on OpenNMT3. We keep the same
settings as above including the vocabulary size, embedding size and
dimension of hidden states in LSTMs of the encoder and decoder.
We set the length limits (in terms of #tokens) of the source and
target of one try-catch pair to 400 and 100, because such settings
can cover most of their original lengths. The batch size is set to 32
and the maximum iterations is 100k. When testing, we leave the
beam size 𝑘 as the default 5 since it yields good results.

All the experiments are conducted on a Ubuntu 16.04 server with
16 cores of 2.4GHz CPU, 128GB RAM and a Tesla V100 GPU with
32GB memory.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate the performance of different approaches on the two
tasks. For the task of try block localization, similar to the metrics
in sequence labeling [29], we use Precision, Recall and F1-score to
assess how well one approach predicts the locations of try blocks
for code fragments in the testing set of TBLD. Their values are
calculated as follows:

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
#𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑌
#𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑌

, 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
#𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑌
#𝑔𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑌

,

𝐹1 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 .

Here Y represents that a statement should be enclosed by one
try block in a code fragment, and we denote it as 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑌 if it is
correctly predicted. Similarly, 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑌 and 𝑔𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑌 are the predicted
and ground truth labels of Y in the corpus respectively. Besides, we
also want to know the overall ratio of methods where all statements
are correctly predicted, denoted by Accuracy.

For the task of catch block generation, we adopt the automatic
metric BLEU[48] in evaluating the quality of catch blocks. This
metric has been widely used in many similar tasks such as machine
translation [5], source code summarization [30] and API sequence
generation [24]. Given the generated code 𝑌 ′ and the ground-truth
3https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py

https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py
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𝑌 , BLEU measures the 𝑛-gram precision between 𝑌 ′ and 𝑌 by com-
puting the overlap ratios of 𝑛-grams and applying brevity penalty
on short translation hypotheses. The value is computed by:

𝐵𝐿𝐸𝑈 = 𝐵𝑃 · exp
𝑁∑
𝑛=1

𝜔𝑛 log 𝑝𝑛,

where 𝑝𝑛 is the precision score of the 𝑛-gram matches between
candidate and reference sentences. The default BLEU calculates a
score for up to 4-grams using uniform weights𝜔𝑛 . 𝐵𝑃 is the brevity
penalty and defined as:

𝐵𝑃 =

{
1, 𝑖 𝑓 𝑌 ′ > 𝑌,

𝑒 (1−𝑌
′/𝑌 ) , 𝑖 𝑓 𝑌 ′ ≤ 𝑌 .

Likewise, we also calculate the ratio of generated catch blocks that
are exactly same with the ground-truth ones, referred to Accuracy.

4.4 Baselines
4.4.1 Try Block Localization. While many previous studies use
program analysis technique to detect and fix exception-related
errors such as string handling [20] or API misuse detection [3],
they usually relies on compilable and complete source code. We
found no existing learning-based approaches to directly predicting
the locations of try blocks for incomplete code fragments, thus we
borrow several popular models originally proposed for sequence
labeling as the baselines, including Conditional Random Field (CRF)
[36], Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) [34], BiLSTM-CRF [29] and
Sequence to Sequence (Seq2Seq) [16] . We briefly introduce them
below.

• CRF. We use the linear CRF model, which is a sequence
modeling framework for processing text and has been used
for predicting program properties [2]. It takes the raw token
sequence as input and maximizes the joint probability of the
entire sequence of labels given the observation sequence.
We train a CRFTagger of NLTK toolkit [40] to tag the source
code.
• BiLSTM. This model has shown its effectiveness for model-
ing sequential data [34]. It can capture the semantics of the
words through word embedding and the sequential depen-
dency between the words through LSTM. Besides, a BiLSTM
model can access both past and future input features for a
given position and thus improves the performance. We set
the dimensions as same as our model for fair comparison.
• BiLSTM-CRF. This model is a combination of the LSTM
network and the CRF module by feeding the output vectors
of BiLSTM into a CRF layer. Since its superiority in learning
the dependency and sentence level tag information, many
studies [29, 41] use it for labeling sequences.
• Seq2Seq. As previously described, Seq2Seq models have
witnessed great success in various applications. Recently it
was applied to named entity recognition and achieved better
results than BiLSTM [16]. Therefore, we also consider it as
one baseline in our study. We use the standard attentional
encoder-decoder model to generate label sequences. The
parameter settings are the same as ours.

Table 2: The effectiveness of try block localization

Models Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy

CRF 64.7 26.9 38.0 52.4
BiLSTM 73.7 70.6 72.1 67.5
BiLSTM-CRF 51.6 59.2 55.2 54.4
Seq2Seq 77.1 60.0 67.5 48.7

Nexgen 80.9 74.3 77.4 74.7

4.4.2 Catch Block Generation. We select several commonly used
models related to code completion and generation in SE community
as comparative methods. For code completion, Language Models
(LMs) [8] such as N-gram and LSTM are widely used to model and
predict tokens of source code [26, 27, 39]. In addition, the machine
translation model Seq2Seq is also used to generate pseudo code
from source code [47] or APIs from natural language queries [24].
Thus we consider the following baselines.

• N-gram. Hindle et al. [27] first explored the naturalness of
source code with the N-gram model and applied it to predict
next tokens. A recent study [26] found that carefully adapt-
ing N-gram models for source code can yield performance
that surpasses deep-learning models. Thus we borrow the
best configuration from their work, which is a 6-gram model
with Jelinek-Mercer interpolation.
• LSTM. As a neural language model, LSTM was also used
for code completion and achieved good results [26, 38]. We
compare our approach with LSTM-based language model
and the hyperparameters are set to be the same as those in
our approach.
• Seq2Seq. There are many Seq2Seq-based applications in
software engineering. For instance, Oda et al. [47] used a
statistical Seq2Seq model to generate pseudo code given the
source code. Recently, the attentional Seq2Seq model [5]
has proven to be more effective, so we use this model for
comparison. The model configurations are the same as those
used in our model.

4.5 Results
We investigate the following research questions to present the
experimental results and analysis.

RQ1: How does our approach perform compared with base-
lines in try block localization?
To keep the results of our approach Nexgen comparable with those
of baselines, we transform the predicted token-level labels of base-
lines into statement-level ones by making one statement label as Y
if any token in it is predicted Y, otherwise N. Table 2 provides the
experimental results of all the compared models. The best results
are shown in bold.

It is clear that the CRF model performs worst among them. Al-
though it has a good precision, the recall is quite low and so is
F1-score. This means that there are few predicted try block loca-
tions in its results, which is confirmed by our manual inspection.
As a result, the accuracy is only 52.4% since most of the predictions
are all Ns, that is, it is prone to omit the exceptions.
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Table 3: The effectiveness of catch block generation

Groups Models BLEU Accuracy

Partial Context N-gram 6.7 0.0
LSTM 27.5 8.2
Seq2Seq 38.0 18.9

Full Context N-gram 5.0 0.0
LSTM 29.4 8.1
Seq2Seq 42.6 20.7
Nexgen 46.7 22.6

By contrast, neural network based models achieve much better
results. For example, the F1-score of BiLSTM is 72.1%, which out-
performs CRF by more than 30%. This may be largely attributed to
its ability to understanding semantics through word embedding. Be-
cause in CRF, the tokens are represented as numbers, which makes
the features very sparse. In addition, it captures the dependencies
between tokens by combining past and future information, which
helps determine whether to predict the Y label when encountering
a specific token (e.g., a predefined variable). Nevertheless, the per-
formance drops more than 10% in terms of F1-score or Accuracy
when combining them together (i.e., BiLSTM-CRF). Intuitively, the
worse performance of the CRF module impairs the whole model. A
deeper reason is that adding the CRF layer forces it to optimize the
log-likelihood on the sequence level, whereas it is demonstrated to
be not effective if using CRF independently. With regard to Seq2Seq,
a surprising phenomenon is that it performs as well as BiLSTM such
as the precision of 77.1%. But the Accuracy is only 48.7%, which
is even lower than that of CRF. We inspected its predictions and
found that it tends to generate shorter label sequences than the
ground truth, indicating that it cannot tag the token sequence in
a one-for-one manner due to the limitation of encoder-decoder
architecture on this task.

At last, our approach achieves the best results among all the
models. For example, it improves BiLSTM by 5.3% (F1-score) and
7.2% (Accuracy). The reason is that our model use a two-layered
neural architecture to tag the source code at the statement level,
which can significantly shorten the length of prediction time steps
and get rid of the long-term dependency problem. As depicted in
Table 1, the average length of Java methods in terms of tokens is
115.9 (AvgT), while it is only 14.7 (AvgS) in terms of statements. In
addition, we employ attention mechanism at both token and state-
ment levels, and thus can learn the distinction between important
and unimportant elements.

RQ2: How does our approach perform in comparison with
the baselines in generating catch block code ?
In this research question, we want to know how our approach and
the baselines perform in generating catch block code and whether
different contexts affect the performance. As shown in Table 3,
we consider two different contexts: only the try blocks (Partial
Context), the leading code and the try blocks (Full Context). For
evaluation, we limit the length of the generated code to 100 because
the LM-based models tend to generate very long sequences.

First, we can see that as a statistical language model, N-gram
performs badly in this task. In particular, the BLEU score is only
6.7%, which is far from satisfaction. It is of no avail to use the

full context for training such a model, and the performance even
decreases a bit. The reason is that N-gram model only learns the
probability of the next token within a fixed window (i.e., 6 tokens),
no matter what the input is. It fails to capture enough context
information. We also found that most of the generated code does
not adhere to Java syntax, which may explain why its accuracy is 0.
In contrast, LSTM achieves better results, since LSTM can capture
more dependency information. When given the full context, LSTM
learns to generate more correct tokens than the partial context
and improves the BLEU value. However, the full context may lead
to more noisy data from the leading code and make the accuracy
slightly lower.

The Seq2Seq model shows a significant improvement over N-
gram and LSTM. Because Seq2Seq separates the precondition (i.e.,
the leading code and try blocks) and the learning object (i.e., the
catch blocks) into two different sequences, and can learn the knowl-
edge of try blocks and catch blocks without interference, whereas
the LM-based models predict tokens in a whole sequence. Also, the
attention mechanism in Seq2Seq helps capture different weights of
tokens in the encoder. Compared with the partial context, the full
context also leads to an improvement, such as 4.6% higher in terms
of BLEU, which shows that the leading code is actually helpful in
Seq2Seq.

Our approach Nexgen outperforms all the baselines. Specifically,
we improve the attentional Seq2Seq model by 4.1% and 1.9% in
terms of BLEU andAccuracy, respectively. The reason is thatNexgen
encodes the leading code and try blocks separately, and uses slicing-
based attention to eliminate the noisy data from the leading code.

RQ3: To what extent does the components of our proposed
models contribute to the effectiveness of both tasks?
This research question aims at analyzing the contributions of dif-
ferent components of our model to the overall effectiveness. We
conduct an ablation study to answer this RQ. The results are shown
in Table 4.

We start with the try block localization task (Task1). We eval-
uate the influence of removing two main attention modules from
our original model (Nexgen). When replacing the token-level atten-
tion by the last time step of token encoder, we find that the recall
becomes a bit higher from 74.3% to 74.8%, yet the F1-score and
Accuracy decline by 0.5% and 0.6%. This indicates that the token-
level attention indeed captures some more token-level semantics.
Similarly, the performance also gets worse and the F1-score and
Accuracy decrease by 0.8% and 0.9% when removing the statement-
level attention. We can see that the statement attention contributes
more to the overall performance than the token attention. If we
remove both of the attention modules, the F1-score and Accuracy
drops by 1.3% and 1.7%, respectively.

For the task of catch block generation (Task2), we obtained simi-
lar results. We first remove the standard attention over the leading
code (Leading attention). The drops of BLEU and Accuracy show
that different tokens in the leading code actually have different
weights for capturing the code semantics. However, compared with
removing slicing-based attention, the BLEU score of removing lead-
ing attention is 1.2% higher. This means that it is more effective
to capture the dependencies in the leading code of the try blocks
than the standard attention. Next, we remove slicing attention and
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Table 4: The effect of model components on two tasks. The minus ‘−’ symbol means removing one component from Nexgen

Task1 Task2

Description Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy Description BLEU Accuracy

− Token Attention 79.3 74.8 76.9 74.1 − Leading Attention 45.4 22.1
− Statement Attention 79.5 74.9 76.6 73.8 − Slicing Attention 44.2 22.0
− Both Attention 78.9 74.3 76.1 73.0 − Both Attention 30.2 14.5
Nexgen 80.9 74.3 77.4 74.7 Nexgen 46.7 22.6

Table 5: The score distribution of the generated catch blocks

Score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Avg ≥6 ≤3
N-gram 70 21 8 0 1 0 0 1.41 0 99
LSTM 15 20 15 17 19 5 9 3.56 14 50
Seq2Seq 8 8 15 20 15 9 25 4.53 34 31
Nexgen 9 4 12 17 13 12 33 4.89 45 25

replace leading attention over the leading code with just the last
time step of the leading code encoder. It can be seen that the perfor-
mance degrades significantly by 16.5% (BLEU) and 8.1% (Accuracy),
indicating that the leading code indeed introduces noisy data and
influences the performance.

In summary, the token-level attention and statement-level atten-
tion components of the try block locator have a relatively small in-
fluence on the performance, while the leading attention and slicing-
based attention mechanisms of the catch block generator are more
effective and contribute significantly to the overall performance.

4.6 Human Evaluation
For the task of catch block generation, we use the quantitative met-
ric BLEU to compare the code generated by different methods. BLEU
calculates the textual similarity between the reference and the gen-
erated code, rather than the semantic similarity. Thus we perform
human evaluation to complement the quantitative evaluation.

We invite 12 evaluators to assess the quality of catch block code
generated by our approach Nexgen and the three baselines. They
are undergraduate, master and Ph.D. students in CS with 1-6 years
of experience in Java programming. The three baselines N-gram,
LSTM and Seq2Seq are selected from the better ones in the partial
or full context. We randomly choose 100 try-catch pairs from the
testing set of CBGD and their catch block code produced by the
three baselines and our approach, and evenly divide them into four
groups. Each group is assigned to three different evaluators since
such redundancy can help obtain more consistent results. For each
try-catch pair, we show its leading code and try block, the refer-
ence catch blocks, and four results of catch blocks generated by
the three baselines and our approach. The four generated results
of catch blocks are randomly ordered, thus the evaluators have
no idea which catch block code is produced by which approach.
The evaluators can select a score between 1 to 7 to measure the
semantic similarity between the generated catch blocks and the
reference, where 1 means “Not Similar At All” and 7 means “Highly
Similar/Identical”. The higher scores mean that the corresponding
generated catch blocks are more semantically similar to the refer-
ence. For each generated result of catch blocks, we get three scores
from evaluators and choose the median value as the final score.

Table 5 shows the score distribution of the generated catch blocks.
We can see that our approach achieves the best scores and improves
the average (Avg) score from 1.41 (N-gram), 3.56 (LSTM) and 4.53
(Seq2Seq) to 4.89. Specifically, among the randomly selected 100
try-catch pairs, our approach can generate 33 highly similar or
even identical catch blocks with the reference ones (score = 7), 45
good catch blocks (score ≥ 6). Our approach also receives the small-
est number of negative results (score ≤ 3). Based on the 100 final
scores for each approach of N-gram, LSTM, Seq2Seq and Nexgen,
we conduct Wilcoxon signed-rank tests [62]. Comparing our ap-
proach with N-gram, LSTM, and Seq2Seq, the p-values of Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests at 95% confidence level are 2.2e-16, 4.5e-09 and
0.0076, respectively, showing that the improvements achieved by
our approach are statistically significant. In summary, the results
of human evaluation confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
approach.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Case study
Nowwe discuss the superiority and limitation of ourmodel for catch
block generation by analyzing two examples, which are shown in
Table 6. Example 1 shows one incomplete Java method “add” includ-
ing the leading code and try block. The developer wants to catch
“IllegalStateException” thrown by “map.put” in the try block when
multiple objects write data into the map and incur conflicts. Then
the catch block handles the exception by converting and throwing
the exception to notify upper-layer methods. In the full context,
N-gram generates very long code with wrong Java syntax (we omit
94 more tokens here). Since there are many noisy statements in
the leading code, LSTM and Seq2Seq fail to report the proper ex-
ception type. For example, Seq2Seq generates ClassCastException.
By contrast, Nexgen correctly predicts the exception type and the
whole catch block, since Nexgen treats the leading code and the try
block separately, and uses the slicing-based attention to remove
irrelevant and noisy statements.

Although Nexgen outperforms the baselines, we do not claim
that it has already matured and is ready for use in practice. Indeed,
our approach only makes one step further towards automated ex-
ception handling and it still has some limitations. In Example 2,
although our approach successfully predicts the exception type
FileNotFoundException, it fails to correctly handle it in the catch
block. Specifically, it logs the event maybe because logging informa-
tion for FileNotFoundException is a very common behavior in the
training set. But the correct exception handling code is to set “map-
ping” as null, which possibly relies on the project-specific features
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Table 6: Two examples of catch block generation

Example 1 Example 2
Code public void add ( Session session , Row row ) {

TransactionMap <Value , Value > map =
getMap ( session ) ;

ValueArray array = convertToKey ( row , null ) ;
boolean checkRequired =

indexType . isUnique ( )&&
! mayHaveNullDuplicates ( row ) ;

i f ( checkRequired ) {
checkUnique ( map , array , Long . MIN_VALUE ) ;

}
try {

map . put ( array , ValueNull . INSTANCE ) ;
}

pr ivate boolean revalidate ( boolean flag ) {
i f ( mapping==null | | flag ) {

File catalog = findFile ( dtdSetFolder ,
CATALOG_FILE_NAME ) ;

i f ( catalog == null ) { mapping = null ; }
e l se

try {
mapping = parseCatalog (new

InputStreamReader (
new FileInputStream ( catalog ) ) ) ;

}

Reference catch ( IllegalStateException e ) { throw
mvTable . convertException ( e ) ; }

catch ( FileNotFoundException exc ) { mapping = null ; }

N-gram catch ( f ina l IOException x ) ; . . . ( 9 4 more tokens ) catch ( IOException ioe ) { throw new
KafkaCruiseControlException ( e ) ; . . . ( 8 9 more

tokens )

LSTM catch ( Exception e ) { throw new
RuntimeException ( e ) ; }

catch ( IOException e ) { throw new
RuntimeException ( e ) ; }

Seq2Seq catch ( ClassCastException e ) { throw new
UnsupportedOperationException ( ) ; }

catch ( IOException exc ) { return fa l s e ; }

Nexgen catch ( IllegalStateException e ) { throw
mvTable . convertException ( e ) ; }

catch ( FileNotFoundException exc ) {
Logger . getLogger ( <unk > . c l a s s . getName ( ) ) .
log ( Level . INFO , null , exc ) ; }

and personal preferences of developers. Our approach also encoun-
ters the problem of out of vocabulary and replaces the class name
with “<unk>”. In our future work, we will improve our approach by
incorporating the knowledge of the exception specifications from
projects and designing mechanisms that can overcome the large
vocabulary problem.

5.2 Why is Nexgen better?
As stated previously, learning to handle exceptions includes two
main successive tasks: finding potential exceptions and writing
code to handle them. The common challenge of them is how to
understand the semantics of given code snippets. Compared with
traditional approaches, Nexgen learns the semantics of code from
the following two aspects.

First, traditional approaches like static analysis or N-gram model
have been applied in finding string-handling errors [20] or recom-
mending exception-handling APIs [45], but they ignore the seman-
tics of tokens (e.g., treating them as numerical IDs). In contrast, Nex-
gen adopts the word embedding technique to automatically learn
the semantics of tokens by mapping them into a high-dimensional
vector space. This is a fundamental component of many deep learn-
ing based approaches to code analysis [1, 24] because tokens with
similar embeddings tend to be used in similar contexts, which helps
determine whether a same/similar exception would occur and how
it can be handled. For example, even the Java tokens “AudioInput-
Stream” and “StringBufferInputStream” have different names, they
are used in similar contexts and thus possibly throw the “IOExcep-
tion”. Therefore, ignoring the semantics of tokens may lead to a
wrong result.

Second, it is also necessary to know the deep semantics by un-
derstanding dependencies in source code. Statistical models (e.g.,

N-gram) consider only the probability distribution of code tokens
andmay have a poor performance. Program analysis can analyze the
data-flow and control-flow dependencies, which has been shown
effective for compilable and complete source code. Unlike them,
Nexgen learns the internal dependencies within methods for in-
complete code fragments. On the one hand, similar to existing
studies [23, 69], it utilizes the LSTM to capture the sequential de-
pendencies [70] of tokens and statements, so that exception-prone
statements can be identified based on the context. As shown in
Example 1 of Table 6, Nexgen identified the statement “map.put”
instead of “convertToKey” as the exceptional one because the state-
ment “checkUnique” is already used to check the variables, hence
it only needs to check the latter statement. On the other hand,
when generating catch blocks, Nexgen can learn the explicit data
dependencies for eliminating noisy data from the leading code by
the standard attention and our slicing-based attention mechanisms.
In this way, Nexgen can understand the deep code semantics by
capturing the sequential dependencies and the data dependencies
in code fragments.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY
There are three main threats to validity of our evaluation.

• In this work, we only collected Java source code to construct
the datasets for out tasks. It remains unknown whether our
approachwill performwell on other programming languages
such as C# and Python. However, we believe Java is repre-
sentative because of its popularity in real-world software
applications. In our future work we will collect data from
programs in different programming languages to further
evaluate the proposed approach.
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• The quality of the Java methods may affect the effectiveness
of our approach. To mitigate it, we selected top 2,000 projects
at GitHub as corpus by the numbers of their stars and forks,
which indicate their impact and popularity. We filter out
simple methods (e.g., get/set methods) that have less than 7
lines of code. We also discard the exception handling code
with bad practices, for example, swallowing exceptions. Still,
we cannot guarantee that all data we collected is of high
quality. We will explore effective techniques to improve data
quality in the future.
• There may exist some score bias in the human evaluation,
since developers can make different judgements on the same
generated code according to their different experiences. Hence,
each generated code is assigned to three redundant evalua-
tors and we take the median value as the final score to reduce
the bias.

7 RELATEDWORK
7.1 Exception handling
Many studies have been conducted to understand exception han-
dling practices [12, 13, 19, 55]. For example, Sena et al. [55] inves-
tigated potential impact of the exception handling strategies on
the client applications by exception flow analysis and manual in-
spections. They found that 20.71% of the bug reports are related
to the anti-patterns of exception handling. Padua et al. [19] per-
formed an empirical study of the relationship between exception
handling practices and software quality (measured by the probabil-
ity of having post-release defects). The case study on open-source
Java and C# projects showed that exception flow characteristics
in Java projects have a significant relationship with post-release
defects. Even so, previous studies revealed that developers tend to
avoid it or misuse exception handling because they consider it hard
to learn and to use [4, 10, 32, 57]. For example, Cabral et al. [10]
studied exception handling practices from 32 projects in both Java
and .Net and unveiled suboptimal practice of exception handling by
developers. Shah et al. [57] interviewed Java developers in order to
contrast the viewpoints of experienced and inexperienced develop-
ers regarding exception handling. They recognized that developers
tend to ignore the proper implementation of exception handling
until defects are found, although developers should do it in the
early releases of a system. All these studies indicate that there is a
need for automatic techniques to facilitate the writing of exception
handling code for developers.

Meanwhile, prior research also explored different kinds of ap-
proaches to exception handling [6, 11, 45, 51, 58]. Cabral et al. [11]
proposed a prototype transactional model that aims at automati-
cally recovering runtime environments at the platform level, in-
stead of writing exception handling code. Although this proposal
is promising, its overhead is high and its precision is low due to
the complexity of exceptions. Subsequent research focuses on rec-
ommending source code related information to aid programming
practice. For example, Barbosa et al. [6] proposed a heuristic strat-
egy that is aware of the global context of exceptions and produces
recommendations on the violations of exception handling. Nguyen
et al. [45] proposed a fuzzy and N-gram based approach to recom-
mend exception types and repairing method calls for exception

handling code. Such approaches can provide useful knowledge to
assist developers in writing exception handling code, but develop-
ers still need to design the whole logic of exception handling and
modify the code to fit the context. Compared with previous work,
we provide a deep learning based approach to automated exception
handling, which can predict the locations of try blocks and generate
the complete catch blocks.

7.2 Code completion and generation
There exists a rich literature of research work on code completion
in SE, most of which relies on language models (LMs). For example,
Hindle et al. [27] used the N-gram model on lexical tokens to pre-
dict the next token. Hellendoorn et al. [26] performed an extensive
comparison between N-gram and LSTM-based LMs for source code,
and concluded that N-gram models can outperform LSTM mod-
els if carefully adapted. Apart from token-level code completion,
Nguyen et al. [44] combined program analysis and statistical LM
in the process of statement completion. Recently, some research
intends to generate code in various scenarios [17, 24, 47, 60]. For
example, Oda et al. [47] used a statistical machine translation model
to generate pseudo code given the source code. Tufano et al. [60]
investigated the NMT model (also called Seq2Seq) on pairs of code
components before and after the implementation of the changes
provided in the pull requests. Their results showed that NMT can
automatically replicate the changes implemented by developers
during pull requests. Similarly, Chen et al. [17] proposed a neural
model based on Seq2Seq, which learns from pairs of the original
version and fixed version of buggy programming lines. There are
also some recent studies in NLP community, which propose neu-
ral network based models to generate code from natural language
descriptions [31, 66]. Different from the above work, our work
generates exception handling code instead of general code.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel deep learning based approach to
automated exception handling.We decompose the problem into two
coherent tasks, namely try block localization and catch block gen-
eration, whose targets are to recognize potential exceptions within
a Java method and generate code to handle them, respectively. For
both tasks, we design neural models with attention mechanisms
to capture deep semantics. We conduct extensive experiments to
evaluate our approach. All results demonstrate the superiority of
our models on both tasks. Although our results are significantly
better that those of the baselines, they can still be improved before
being applied in practice. Our work can be considered as one of the
first steps towards automated exception handling and we hope it
can inspire follow-up research work.

Our source code and experimental data are available at https:
//github.com/zhangj111/nexgen.
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